
English 

Reading  

 Read your reading book for 25 minutes per day—remember to try and read widely; if you’ve recently 

read  fiction book, why not try a non-fiction text? 

 You will see on Classroom  that I have uploaded an ebook Called Jazz Harper: Space Explorer. There 

are also videos that I have uploaded to go with the ebook where chapters are being read and you are 

asked questions as it goes along. I have uploaded the sheets with the questions for you to answer. 

There is also a follow-up activity for each day. Please complete one of these per day. I have uploaded 

the first 4 and will upload the rest next week. 

Spelling Punctuation and Grammar 

 Continue to complete your 3 pages from your KS English Grammar, Punctuation and Spelling Targeted 

Question Book; one page from each section as before. It’s important to keep this knowledge ticking 

over.  

 If you’d like to change it up on occasions, try creating some posters on different grammar elements 

with examples—make them bold and colourful, and don’t forget to send some pictures. 

Writing 

 Complete and edit your dragon stories so they have got the correct punctuation, spelling and  

grammar. 

 Watch the this short clip on The Literacy Shed https://www.literacyshed.com/takingflight.html and 

write  a story to go alongside it. Don’t forget to include description, dialogue and interesting  

vocabulary but, most importantly, don’t forget basic punctuation. 

 Write a diary about your favourite day in lockdown so far. 

 

Maths 

 Continue to complete your 15 minutes of TT 

Rockstars daily— why don’t you set yourself a 

challenge to try and answer a certain number of 

questions or improve your time? 

 I have set several more tasks to keep you going 

on Mathletics. As before, try to complete at 

least 2 of these daily. They again are areas that 

you have been taught already so it will give you 

a chance to practise things that you already 

know.  

STEM  

I have uploaded another 10 fun activities to try (just like 

the last sheet). Check it out under STEM in the Class-

room. 

 

History 

Please continue to work through the incomplete  

pages in your Ancient Greek Workbook; complete 1 

double page per week. 

Geography 

If you could be anywhere in the world right now , 

where would it be? Tell me all about your ideal  

location .  

French 
For free online daily practice (including different foods)  in French, register with  https://www.duolingo.com/. This will be a good habit to get into even for high school. 

Music  
For fun weekly activities exploring different classical pieces go to: https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/ten-pieces/watch-this-do-this-weekly-activities/zjy3382 . It's not all 

https://www.duolingo.com/
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